
League of Legends Retrospective:
One Year Later

Thank the audience for the opportunityAsk question, how many have played League of Legends?Define retrospective – what actually happened, what went right so we can repeat and what went wrong so we can take corrective action



Who am I?

• President & Co-Founder of Riot Games
• Executive Producer of League of Legends

Quick definition of EP – development, marketing, & service 



Who is Riot Games?

• > 120 employees
• Offices:

– Los Angeles
– Dublin

• World class development team
• Games as a service publishing expertise•



Game type: Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA)

Platform: PC
Setting: Fantasy

Business model: Free with virtual goods

Development stage: Commercial Service Oct - 2009 
(NA, EU) (NA, EU) 

Key features: 
– RPG and persistent elements
– Eye catching stylized art
– 60+ distinct champions to choose
– Built-in community features
– Easy to learn
– Bi-weekly content and features updates



Awards

Selected for WCG 2010
Most nominated title for 
GDC Online Awards 2010

Have been fortunate to receive recognition, top 3 game, named top 30 developer, etc



Retrospective

The purpose of this talk is to explore the trials and tribulations that have led us to this point and share some insight about what we have learned 



Biggest Challenges
• Establish credibility with core gamers
• Satisfy the hardcore, while creating a game with 

broader appeal
• Utilize an unproven business model in the West• Utilize an unproven business model in the West
• Create a game that would be viable globally
• Build an Games as a Service Platform!
• Had to do it completely ourselves from scratch!

Had to win over the hardcore while creating a game with broader appealTargeting a hardcore, existing audience that had high expectations 



THE HOW - DEVELOPMENT 
PROCESS



As a business, we value…

• Our customers are everything
– Keep engagement high to keep them coming back
– Be highly responsive to their needs– Be highly responsive to their needs
– Earn their loyalty through delivering the best 

possible game experience and service 

Our company is very goal oriented – the same is true of our dev process.  The reason we operate the way we do is to effectively hit our business goals.  If we can better accomplish our goals by doing something different, we will do so (simple!)



DEVELOPMENT PROCESS –
WHAT WENT RIGHT

Thus from a business perspective we value…  (our process is designed to fit our business goals!) How do we do this?



People & Culture

• Our most valuable asset is 
our team
– Find the best, most 

motivated and engaged talent
Empowered subject matter – Empowered subject matter 
experts

– No room for underperformers

Our company is very goal oriented – the same is true of our dev process.  The reason we operate the way we do is to effectively hit our business goals.  If we can better accomplish our goals by doing something different, we will do so (simple!)



Continuous Improvement

Continuous improvement!  Retrospectives!  Measure! http://www.kaizentek.com/company_wordkaizen.html



Agile Development

Our philosophy is very aligned with the agile manifesto – credit Michael SaladinoWe try to hire the best people and empower them to collaborate on clear goals.We are a live product and need to constantly have software that works – hundreds of pages of documentation has proven less effective than diving in, eliminating unknowns and focusing on resultsWe don’t want implementers to be rules lawyers who make excuses that requirements weren’t clear enough – get up and talk to each other to ensure alignment!  Same goes for the customer – no surprises at the end of the sprint!Circumstances in a live environment change rapidly, we need a process that facilitates our being responsive to emergent issues



Lean Content Pipeline

A repeatable pipeline is not a great fit for agile – lots of dependencies, and it’s the same thing over and over.  We thus strive to have a lean pipeline.  



DEVELOPMENT PROCESS –
WHAT WENT WRONG

Shifting the order for this section because it feels more interesting to start with the bad



Waterfall
• False sense of control of software development
• Not flexible – fixed: order of execution, priorities & 

dates
• Gantt charts are useful for planning certain activities

Gave a false sense of control (we were always wrong about tech development)Didn’t provide visibility into why we were failingGantt charts can still be useful for planning certain activities, but not as the underlying structure for how the team should workThis diagram doesn’t reflect the real needs of a live product



Manual Deployment

• Prone to human error, lengthy and inefficient
• Hurt development velocity
• Downtime is very damaging to customers

This is an arbitrary picture (so don’t read into it!)Due to our focus towards getting to market, we did not automate substantial portions of our deployment process, making it prone to human error, lengthy and inefficientIncreased operational overhead on the team, hurt development velocity and prolonged downtimes Currently being addressed as a high priority



IT ALL STARTS WITH DESIGN



Design Goals

• Focus on fun & gameplay
• Expand upon what was great in DotA & evolve 

the experience
• Retain and enhance the depth while lowering • Retain and enhance the depth while lowering 

the barriers to entry

LOL is a gameplay game – we do not have sexy animations, high end graphics technology, modern shaders (although we will soon) – we focused on making the game extremely fun (easier said than done!)



DESIGN – WHAT WENT RIGHT



Character Design

Our characters are fun to play.  This is the core element that makes League of Legends fun.  It’s very much a “gameplay” game – and the characters are the center of the action.  Our goals:Clear, highly differentiated themesElegant, satisfying mechanics 



Controversial Decisions for Core Fans

• Removing deny
• Core mechanics & “spammy” abilities
• Brush
• Not losing gold on death• Not losing gold on death

Focused on fun and good design principles.  Hugging your tower for the first 15 minutes of the game right clicking on your own units to kill your own unit and “deny” your opponent experience is simply not as satisfying as having a more active player style where you can frequenetly use your abilities and need to use strategic positioning and combinations to harass your lane opponents. 



In-game shop

Replays, observer mode, clans & teams, ladders, ranked games, voice chat – things that sound awesome on the surface, and ARE desirable.    



Did Not Prioritize Competitive At 
Launch

Pre-season – Nov 09 Season One – July 10

Replays, observer mode, clans & teams, ladders, ranked games, voice chat – things that sound awesome on the surface, and ARE desirable.    



Matchmaking & Separate Game Types

Tied closely to our business model – we have 3 game types: ranked, normal and practice.  Practice = lobby, choose your teammates, opponents and can play bots.  Limited rewards due to exploit potential.  Designed for “practice”!  Normal games – matchmade games that are quick and easy to get into, hidden ELO system, allow you to gain rewards to unlock content.  Ranked games – opt in, hardcore games with a level requirement, lots of detailed stat tracking, ladders, etc.  Created these different queues so when a player has a different set of circumstances they could find an appropriate game type for their number of friends online, mood, etc.  Did I mention the tech for this quite challenging to get right and scale?      



Summoner System

The F2P model is scary, because unless you make an awesome game, no one will spend any money at all.  It entirely shifts the burden onto the publisher to deliver AWESOME – but if you actually do deliver something of high quality that people like, it can work extremely well.When people say you don’t need to worry about the design of your business model, ignore them – this is critical and needs to be executed well.  You can make a great game that will fail because it won’t monetize, or you can make a great game that will fail because it overmonetizes – many paths to doom here. 



Monetization

The F2P model is scary, because unless you make an awesome game, no one will spend any money at all.  It entirely shifts the burden onto the publisher to deliver AWESOME – but if you actually do deliver something of high quality that people like, it can work extremely well.When people say you don’t need to worry about the design of your business model, ignore them – this is critical and needs to be executed well.  You can make a great game that will fail because it won’t monetize, or you can make a great game that will fail because it overmonetizes – many paths to doom here. Provide tips on how to succeed 



DESIGN – WHAT WENT WRONG



Onboarding
• High learning curve still challenging

The high learning curve has been somewhat mitigated – helped by a simple tutorial (new one coming soon), robust matchmaking, new user guides integrated into the experience, etc – but it still isn’t where we want it to be.Prior to us having some experienced design leadership on the team, we wasted time on some features that later required significant iteration.  Our original summoner system had a paperdoll – didn’t work well and we replaced it with the rune system  



Community self-policing tools

The high learning curve has been somewhat mitigated – helped by a simple tutorial (new one coming soon), robust matchmaking, new user guides integrated into the experience, etc – but it still isn’t where we want it to be.Prior to us having some experienced design leadership on the team, we wasted time on some features that later required significant iteration.  Our original summoner system had a paperdoll – didn’t work well and we replaced it with the rune system  



THE FIRST IMPRESSION - ART



Art Philosophy

• Gameplay trumps art needs
• Infuse personality / humor
• Don’t alienate the East
• Push the imagination envelope• Push the imagination envelope
• Differentiate

Hiring an Art Director



ART – WHAT WENT RIGHT



Character Art



Stylized Look & Color Palette



Visual Effects



ART – WHAT WENT WRONG



Lack of Strong Tech Foundation

• Started with poor tech and bad tools 
– Limited our ability to do everything we wanted to 

do, so we worked around them (animations, 
shaders, etc)shaders, etc)

– Polish suffered & missed opportunities



Big improvements on the horizon

• Hiring an Art Director!



THE BACKBONE - TECH



Tech Philosophy

• Create that which was required to make the 
game fun 

• Build tools to support our largest content 
pipelines pipelines 

• Leverage viable 3rd party software 

Engine, tools, platform – all was driven by our fun first motto and was very design driven



TECH – WHAT WENT RIGHT



Our Platform

Persistent Features: 
- Leveling, talent trees, etc.

Community and Social Features: 
- Friends list, chat, clans, etc.

Competitive Features: 
- Rankings, ladders, elaborate matchmaking, etc…

Monetization: Monetization: 
- Wallet, shop, double currency management, 

worldwide payment methods, etc..

Massively Scalable: 
- Big CCU numbers!



Load Testing

Not viable for the long term.  Helped us get to market and was still the right decision, but we are actively replacing or have replaced every piece.



TECH – WHAT WENT WRONG



We grew fast!
Daily unique logins

27-Sep 27-Oct 27-Nov 27-Dec 27-Jan 27-Feb 27-Mar 27-Apr 27-May 27-Jun 27-Jul 27-Aug



3rd Party Tech Products

• 3rd party tech
– Patcher
– Store
– Billing– Billing
– Chat
– Back-end

70% solutions can be good for launch, but often aren’t viable for the long term.  Helped us get to market and was still the right decision, but we are actively replacing or have replaced every piece.



THE LINK TO CUSTOMERS - PUBLISHING



Games as a Service (GaaS)

• Better for the users
– Flexible payment models
– Frequent updates

• Better for the business
– Direct to consumer– Direct to consumer
– Low friction adoption & word of mouth
– Long tail revenue model

• Better for development
– Iterative
– Rapid user feedback

Requires a different set of expertise than most game publishers have. http://www.trigent.com/technology/saas.htmDevelopment is just one half of the story!Launch is just the beginning, not the end!



The Service Org
ServiceService

MarketingMarketing

CommunityCommunity
Game 

Development
Network/OperationsNetwork/Operations

Customer ServiceCustomer Service

WebWeb

Development

We view service as an investment, not a cost

Requires a different set of expertise than most publishers have. 



Community Management
• This is much more than just managing the forums
• Number one job of the team: create evangelists
• Strong communities are sticky

Structure probably varies at different companies, but this is what Riot means when we say Service – yes, over 22k posts per day



Customer Service

• Mission: to resolve customer issues while attempting 
to improve the perception a user has of the company 
post-interaction with CS

• Manage the self-support system (>90% of our user 
issues are resolved through this system)

• Police player behavior to create a healthier 
community

Most of the time when someone contacts Customer Service, it's because they've had a problem with our product or service. The end result of our interaction with them over that issue, should leave them feeling better than if the problem had never occurred in the first place.



Network Operations

• Ops are the guys who keep the service running 
smoothly

• You don’t notice them unless something is wrong
• It’s easy to underestimate and undervalue operations• It’s easy to underestimate and undervalue operations
• We started lean here to avoid overinvestment and 

have been bitten with issues managing our growth

Structure probably varies at different companies, but this is what Riot means when we say Service



Traditional Marketing Isn’t Sufficient

• Smarter Ongoing Marketing
– Iterative, analytic-based advertising
– Consumer centric dialogue on forums, e-mail, 

and in-game
– Value-chain of motivated PC partners

• Community
– Build trust and ownership through honesty and 

transparency
– Create and facilitate evangelism (Refer a Friend 

program)
– Leverage the audience (Facebook, YouTube, etc)



Key Performance Indicators

• KPI
– With a core audience, the most important metric 

is churn
• How well you retain your users is a reflection of:• How well you retain your users is a reflection of:

– How fun your game is over a sustained period of time
– How satisfied, engaged and excited you keep your audience

– Other key metrics:
• Bounce rate
• Monetization rate (of actives)
• ARPPU vs. ARPAU



Additional Expertise…

• Merchandising
• Data analysis / biz intel
• Billing, fraud, currency management & 

payment methodspayment methods



What’s Next?
• Hiring!
• Launch in Asia
• Develop new projects
• Work with 3rd parties

The whole industry is changing – GaaS is hard.  When we talked to publishers early on in Riot’s life, their lack of knowledge scared us and convinced us to go at it alone.  Knowledge isn’t the only key however, the biggest publisher value add is the ability to drive customers… and no one really had an online audience.  Anyway, that’s a topic for another day…  



Q&A


